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Welcome to the Equitable E-Bulletin™ – an online publication for Group Advisors featuring important updates. 

 
Equitable Life and the Insurance Industry Work to Protect Plan Sponsors and Members – Drug Pooling    
 
As originally communicated in early April, the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLHIA) announced the formation 
of the Canadian Drug Insurance Pooling Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation which will oversee a new industry framework for 
drug pooling arrangements offered by all participating insurers starting on January 1, 2013. 
 
To remind you, the new drug pooling framework sets minimum standards that will govern each insurer’s pooling arrangements 
for Fully Insured plans. These plans will be called Extended Health Care Protection Plans (EP3s). The standards are that claims 
in excess of an insurer’s pooling threshold must be fully pooled and neither the number nor the value of claims in excess of the 
pooling threshold may impact pooled rates at the time of quote or renewal. This means that pooled premiums will be set as if the 
Group had not experienced these high cost drug claims and the cost will be spread across the EP3 pool. 
 
This initiative was undertaken to protect the sustainability of employer sponsored drug programs in response to the increases in 
the cost and availability of very expensive and effective drug therapies. In April Equitable Life® shared with our Advisors a high-
level snapshot of how industry drug pooling would work for their clients. We would now like to take this opportunity to provide a 
more complete picture of how this framework and the new industry standards will be applied to Equitable Life Groups. 
 
So, where do we go from here? Equitable Life has worked to make this important initiative a seamless, simple step in the quote 
and renewal processes. Our approach will allow us to capture all the information required to determine EP3 Group and 
Certificate eligibility. This will guarantee that we can offer drug pooling protection to the appropriate Groups. 
 
Renewals and quotes: We will start applying the drug pooling standards on quotes and renewals that have an effective date of 
January 1, 2013. This means that this will begin with quotes and renewals being processed in September and October. 
 
What does this mean for quotes? We will continue to require confirmation of pooled claims, including pooled drug claims. We 
also require confirmation of any changes in financial arrangements (for example a switch from Administrative Services Only 
(ASO) to a Fully Insured plan) from June 7, 2011 (the EP3 eligibility date established as part of the industry drug pooling 
initiative) through to the quote date. This information is required to determine EP3 eligibility on the quote or any future date. 
 
What does this mean for renewals? An EP3 statement will be included with every EP3 eligible renewal. While what is included 
in the renewal package delivered to a client is always at the Advisor’s discretion, it is extremely important that eligible Groups 
receive their EP3 statement which confirms their pooling level and will identify any classes and/or divisions that are excluded due 
to plan design. The statement also confirms whether or not there are any Excluded Certificates. Due to privacy regulations and 
concerns, names and other potential identifiers will not be provided.  
 
Excluded Certificates: Certificate Exclusions from an Equitable Life EP3 could occur, for example, if a Group changed from 
ASO to a Fully Insured plan after June 7, 2011 if there was a Certificate with drug claims exceeding the ongoing threshold in the 
12 months prior to the Group becoming Fully Insured. The Plan Member in this situation would be excluded from the EP3 and 
the Advisor and Plan Sponsor would be notified of the exclusion. 
 
Questions? As always, if you have any questions about industry drug pooling or our quote and renewal processes, please do 
not hesitate to speak to your Equitable Life Group Marketing Manager. Please note that we will be sharing this information with 
your Equitable Life clients in their October 2012 Plan Administrator Bulletin. 
 

Provincial Coverage Updates *           
 

 Alberta: (July 1, 2012) Generic drugs listed on the Provincial formulary were reduced to 35 percent of the brand drug.  
 Newfoundland and Labrador: (October 1, 2012) Generic drugs listed on the Provincial formulary will be reduced to 40 

percent of the brand drug.  
 PEI: (July 1, 2012) Generics listed on the Provincial formulary were reduced to 35 percent of the brand drug.  
 Quebec: (July 1, 2012) The Régie de l’Assurance Maladie du Québec (RAMQ) annual out-of-pocket maximum was 

increased from $963 to $992. RAMQ co-insurance remains at 68 percent. 
 
*Indicates this information will be shared with your clients in their August 2012 Plan Administrator Bulletin. 
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Coming Soon – Benefits Cards Online for Plan Administrators and Members*             
 
By mid-September, Equitable Life Plan Administrators and 
Members will be able to go online at EquitableHealth.ca® and 
get replacement Benefits (Wallet) Cards. Through their 
respective Innovations® Web Services Sites, Plan 
Administrators and Members will have the option of 
downloading or emailing cards instead of waiting for cards to 
be delivered in the mail. 
 
This will make replacing a card easier when a card has been lost or damaged or when a change in coverage means that the 
information on the card needs to be updated (change in benefits, marital status, dependents…). 
 
For Plan Administrators, the process for new issue cards remains unchanged with new cards being automatically ordered and 
delivered for new Plan Members. This new online self-service option means that Plan Members can now go on and download or 
email their own (or a dependent card) to themselves. To make things even easier, Plan Administrators have access to the same 
online option and can choose to download or email themselves the cards or send the card via email directly to a Plan Member. 
Updated Plan Administrator and Member User and Quick Reference Guides will be available on Innovations at the time of 
introduction to illustrate how simple ordering replacement cards online will be. 
 
If you have any questions about this change or require any information about Equitable Life Benefits Cards, please contact our  
Group Benefits Administration Department by phone (1.800.265.4556 option five) or via email (groupbenefitsadmin@equitable.ca). 
 
Equitable Life to Introduce Coverage2go – ‘Portable’ Individual Health Coverage*     
 
We will also be launching Coverage2go™, an individual Health Coverage product at the same time we introduce the Benefits 
Card self-service option mentioned above.  Coverage2go may be able to fill a gap in an individual’s personal insurance needs 
when they have lost Group Benefits Health protection through their employer. Whether they are retiring early or as planned, or are 
leaving their current employment or are losing their Health coverage for any other reason, Coverage2go may be able to provide 
them with affordable and reliable personal Health coverage. 
 
Offered with two levels of protection to select from, Coverage2go will allow 
individuals to choose the right personal Health protection for their needs. 
Individuals applying for Coverage2go may also choose to apply for Dental 
coverage provided they had Health and/or Dental coverage under their 
previous Group Benefits Plan. 
 
Applying for Coverage2go will be simple, the only criteria an individual will need to meet in order to apply will be to: 

 Have been insured for Health Benefits as a Plan Member or dependent under a verifiable, recognized Group 
Benefits Plan within the 60 days prior to completing and submitting a Coverage2go application to Equitable Life, 
with no requirement to answer any medical questions; 

 Be under age 75 (Health coverage is available until age 85) at the time of application for Coverage2go; and 
 Have Provincial Health Coverage (having a Provincial Government Health Card issued in their name). 

 
More detailed Coverage2go information will be available on both EquitableHealth.ca and equitable.ca for both Plan Administrators 
and Plan Members at the time of product launch. Equitable.ca (Equitable Life’s public web site) will also feature an online 
Coverage2go calculator that will show those interested just how affordable individual Health coverage can be through Equitable 
Life. 
 
Plan Administrators do not have to do anything. When appropriate, Equitable Life will send a communication to Plan Members 
whose Health coverage is terminating highlighting the potential advantages of Coverage2go and how they can apply. 
In the last few bulletins, we have had the pleasure of sharing with you the recent enhancements to EquitableHealth.ca. This web 
site is home to unique health and wellness solutions as well as the Plan Administrator and Member Innovations® Web Service 
sites.  
 
Your Feedback is Always Appreciated            
 
We welcome your comments and suggestions for the Equitable E-Bulletin. Please do not hesitate to send them to 
groupcommunications@equitable.ca  (including requests to unsubscribe from this bulletin). The Equitable E-Bulletin is prepared 
for Independent Group Benefits Advisors contracted with Equitable Life. Information is provided with the understanding that it does not 
render legal, accounting or other professional advice. Readers should seek professional counsel. Information is obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but the editors and distributors do not guarantee its accuracy. Unless otherwise indicated, ® or TM denotes a 
trademark of The Equitable Life Insurance Company of Canada or one of its partners. Reproduction or redistribution of this publication, in 
whole or in part, by any means without permission from Equitable Life is forbidden. ©2007 The Equitable Life Insurance Company of 
Canada - All rights reserved. 
 

*Indicates this information will be shared with your clients in their August 2012 Plan Administrator Bulletin. 


